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A CLOSE LOOK AT STEVE KARMEN, 

"AMERICA'S NUMBER ONE JINGLE WRITER." 

VIBRATO...PITCH...CONTROL... 

VOCAL TECHNIQUE: 

CAN YOU DO WITHOUT IT? 
BY ELISABETH HOWARD 

Vocal technique. Just what does 
that mean to you? What pictures 
come up for you when you think of 
vocal training? " Your throat is 
closed, your jaw is tight, you are 
swallowing your tongue, you are 
singing flat, dear; where did you get 
that awful vibrato?" and on and on. 

These are descriptions and eval-
uations of a singer's faults. But these 
comments need to be followed up by 
constructive instructions in the devel-
opment of a strong, solid, controlled 
yet relaxed technique. Very often 
I've heard a singer say, - My teacher 
is good for me, but not good for 
everybody." A technique that works, 
works for everyone! Students may 
not always progress at the same rate 
given the same technique. A singer 
who has sung or played an instru-
ment all his life will progress at a 
quicker rate than someone who has 
never even sung in the shower. An 
outgoing personality will take to 
singing more readily than a shy or 
timid personality. On the other hand, 
I have seen tremendous personality 
growth and expansion as the voice 
develops. In my experience as a 
teacher, I have witnessed students 
with a weight ptoblem suddenly, 
within months, drop ten to seventy 
pounds. 

Singing can he an incredible turn 
on. It can also be discouraging and 
depressing, especially if you are 
studying for one or two years and 
experience little or no progress. You 
think, - It must be me. I'm not that 
talented. I don't have a ' natural' 
voice." We rarely consider that 
perhaps the technique we are work-
ing on is not being presented clearly; 
or even that the technique does not 
work, period. 

(continued on page 18) 
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STEVE KARMEN 

By Ron S. Heinzel 

When Procter & Gamble discovered a few years ago that 

the " sweet young mother" cuddling a baby on the front of its 
Ivory Snow soap boxes was none other than porno movie star 
Marilyn Chambers, the company declined to renew her 
modeling contract. 

Anheuser-Bush Inc. may not know it, but the " Symph-
ony conductor" appearinig in its new Michelob beer television 
commercials is ex-porno movie star Steve Karmen. 

"Actually, it was more of a nudie movie than a porno 
film," Karmen says of "Jukebox Racket," a 1959 production 
filmed in a New Jersey pizzaria. "And I wasn't in any on the 
touchy scenes." 

[Continued On Page 6] 
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WHERE IT'S AT.. 
HERE ARE JUST A FEW OF THE LOCATIONS 
WHERE YOU CAN FIND THE MUSIC CONNECTION 
ON SALE!!! 

HOLLYWOOD 
World Book & News 
1652 No. Cahuenga 
Universal News 
1655 No. Las Palmas 
7-11,5763 Hollywood Blvd. 
Rudolph Drugs 
652 N. La Brea 
Ranch Market 
Fountain & Vine Street 

WEST HOLLYWOOD 
Tower Records 
8801 Sunset Blvd. 
Granny Liquor 
8409 Melrose Ave. 
7-11, 1100 La Cienega Blvd. 

FAIRFAX AREA 
7-11, 6077 W. 3rd St. 
Farmer's Market 
3rd & Fairfax 

SILVERLAKE AREA 
7-11, 2900 Hyperion Ave. 
7-11, 1647 Silverlake Blvd. 

DOWNTOWN L.A. 
Pages Books 
317 W. 5th Street 

STUDIO CITY 
7-11, 11007 Ventura Blvd. 
Studio City News 
12133 Ventura Blvs. 

BURBANK 
7-11, 2500 Burbank Blvd. 
Corner Store 
3910 Olive 
7-11, 1611 W. Olive 
ABC Music 
4114 Burbank Blvd. 

SAN FERNANDO 
Cassells Music 
1115 San Fernando Road 
7-11, 776 Maclay 
7-11, 146 Hubbard 

SHERMAN OAKS & VAN NUYS 
Sherman Oaks News 
Van Nuys & Ventura Blvd. 
7-11, 14060 Oxnard 
Baxter-Northup Music 
14450 Ventura Blvd. 
7-11, 5204 Van Nuys Blvd. 

RESEDA & TARZANA 
All American News 
18001 Ventura Blvd. 
7-11, 6043 Tampa 
Springfield Music 
8963 Reseda Blvd. 

WOODLAND HILLS & CANOGA 
PARK 

Woodland Hills Paperbacks 
22702 Ventura Blvd. 
Quick Lick Music 
8221 Canoga Ave. 

WEST LOS ANGELES 
Musician's Service Center 
11321 Santa Monica Blvd. 
7-11, 1400 Westwood 
7-11, 11075 Olympic 

SANTA MONICA 
McCabes 
3101 Pico Blvd. 
7-11, 1602 Santa Monica Blvd. 
Lincoln- Pico and News 
Lincoln & Pico 

VENICE 
7-11,1516 Venice Blvd. 
C.P. Market 
703 Venice Blvd. 
Armours Liquor 
66 Winward 

SOUTH BAY AREA 
Mac's Liquor 
2201 Highland 
Jon's Liquor 
3508 Aviation Blvd. 
Rocky's Liquor 
15711 Crenshaw Blvd. 

MALIBU 
Country Liquors 
21237 PCH 

SOUTH CENTRAL L.A. 
Century Liquor 
5431 Pico 
Crenshaw News 
4058 Crenshaw 
Shyrea Liquor 
1753 Century 
B & W liquor 
11417 Western 

SAN GABRIEL 
Poo Bah Records 
1101 E. Walnut, Pasadena 
Bungalow News 
746 E. Colorado, Pasadena 
The Fret House 
127 E. Rowland, Covina 

INGLE WOOD 
A & F Liquors 
935 N. La Brea 
Nelson's Liquor 
1435 N. La Brea 

ORANGE COUNTY 
7-11 1220 N. Bristol, Santa Ana 
Bojangles Music 
933 PCH Laguna Beach 
Hanshaw's Liquor 
10320 Westminster, G.G. 
Nick's Liquor 
1015 Orangethorpe, Full. 
Hart Liquor 
14971 Ward Street, West. 

CORRECTION 

In our Orange County News Column ( Sept. 7, issue) we printed that 

I.A.M. Studios video-taped the "Greek Suite."WRONG. The show was 

taped by T.A.V. Studios in Hollywood • 

Michael Rapp. who was not mentioned in the article, is the composer of 

"Greek Suite." 
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CHERRYWOOD STUDIOS 
THE NEWEST NAME IN 

REHEARSAL FACILITIES HAS EXPANDED 

We now have seven studios equipped with 

accoustic pianos, electric pianos, organs, PA's, Amps, 

etc. . . 

— IF YOU NEED IT, WE HAVE IT - 

IN THE HEART 0 HOLLYWOOD 

CHERRYWOOD 
1644 N. Cherokee Ave. 
Hollywood, Calif. 90028 

464-8155 

ebe. 

SO. BAY'S BEST 
RECORDING 
VALUE! 

IN THE STUDIO ON LOCATION 

BrotherStudio 
1 TO 8 TRACK MASTERING 
45 AND LP PRODUCTIONS 
RADIO COMMERCIAL PROD. 
ENVIRONMENTALLY SANE 

I) -1 qmitee 19.) 
By Appointment Redondo Beach 

6 372-5142 $ 15 / Hr. I/ 

"Local Notes" 
Beth Sayko Bloch 

GLORIA LYNNE...One of America's foremost popular recording artists 
for many years is on her way back into the studios. This time it's West 
Berlin. Miss Lynne is now with the French record comapny, Cadeau 
Records. Miss Lynne feels that it's time to broaden her vocal styling and 
deliver her unique talent to her many fans in Europe as well as the U.S. 

BIENVENUE! The MUSIC CONNECTION welcomes Penny Breitner to 
their staff. Having just returned from Europe after a formal education in 
music, she plans on furthering her career as a flautist and teacher. She 
is presently working as our production assistant and will be in charge of 
our Classical Music section. Bon chance, Penny.... 

WHITE ON: Indy producer, playwright, performer Bonnie White 
(former staff writer with Warner Brothers Music) and co-writer Pat 
Livingston have just had their song, "You Don't Have To Say I Love 
You" recorded by Gladys Knight. Should be a winning combination. 
Congrats, Ladies!! 

BLUE OVER MOON: The music industry will sorely miss WHO member 
Keith Moon, who died September 7, in London. This writer will 
particularly miss Keith's entertaining vaudevillian stage antics, an art 
she much enjoyed.... 

HAPPIER OC-KERR-ANCES: Richard Kerr, staff writer with Rondor 
Music, Almo's London affiliate, just had his debut album "Welcome To 
The Club" released on A&M Records, Sept. 8. The co-writer of 
"Mandy" and "Looks Like We Made It" is produced by Chris Bond, 
who also produced Hall and Oates' first album. Seven of the nine songs 
included were co-written by Will Jennings (also co-writer on "Looks Like 
We Made It") who has now resigned with Irving Music.... 

CHANGING AN E FLAT TO A DOLLAR BILL: (Don't you wish you 
could?) It's not a new form of Alchemy, but the title of noted jazz 
trombonist Benny Powell's upcoming lecture at the Highland Avenue 
Holiday Inn here in Hollywood on Friday, Oct 6th, scheduled for 8 P.M., 
it is part of SRS's ongoing series of programs designed to educate and 
help the songwriting community. For info. call SRS at 463-7178.... 

SPEAKING OF SPEAKING...Gelsa Paladino, who has just moved her 
performance workshop from the A La Carte to the BlaBla Cafe (held 
there every other Tuesday evening from 6 P.M. to 8P.M.) will be 
appearing at Chadney's, Sherman Oaks, every Sunday, Monday and 
Tuesday, 9:30 P.M., where she has an open ended engagement. 

NEW MUSIC FROM ANOTHER DIMENSION: Former Fifth Dimension 
member Danny Miller Beard (who also appeared on Broadway in 
"Pippin," "The Wiz," and in the original "Bubbling Brown Sugar," 
brought the entire Roxy audience to its feet on Thursday, Aug. 31, when 
this writer attended his show. Produced by Danny with Janet Brownlee, 
the Roxy appearance served to showcase his talents for the attending 
label perssonnel. The resulting favorable response is not surprising. It 
is rare that a performance wipes me out like this one did. With the 
strong songs of Jim Lange,sounds like another star is being born. 

JESSE CUTLER just had his "Give The Little Girl A Chance" recorded 
by Flower as their single on Private Stock Records. 

PLATINUM NOTE AWARD goes to radio station KPFK-FM and Mario 
Casetta for their new once a week program on Independent Record 
Labels. Scheduled Friday mornings 10 A.M. to 11 A.M., it features 
small companies and their products, along with informative Why's and 
How's of their operations. The much talked about National Association 
of Independent Record Distributors that many of the labels are joining 
could prove an invaluable breakthrough for alternative marketing of new 
product in a presently stagnating Major Record Label distribution 
system. Onward and upward! 



Wiz On Down 
The Road 

The Original Soundtrack album, 
The Wiz, — one of the highly- antici-

pated album releases this year, will 
be released by MCA Records in 
September, and comes on the heels 
of the chart-climbing hit single, 
"Ease On Down The Road," which 
features Michael Jackson and Diana 
Ross. The album also contains two 
original songs co- written by Quincy 
Jones with Warner Brothers record-
ing artists Nickolas Ashford and 
Valerie Simpson, and original music 
by Jones, with lyrics by Charlie 
Smalls on the tune, " Emerald City 
Sequence." which coincides with one 
of the major production numbers in 
the film. 

In all, the soundtrack utilizes 9 
singing principals including Diana 
Ross, Michael Jackson, Richard Pry-
or, Nipsy Russell, Lena Horne, Ted 
Ross, and Mabel King, who recreates 
her FBroadway role for the film. In 
addition, some 120 dancers, 6 sound 
technicians, 3 conductors, 4 contract-
ors, 300 musicians. 105 singers, 
including 36- strong children's choir, 
9 orchestrators, 6 copyists and 5 
music editors were employed during 
its recording in New York. 

the current album and single by rock 
group Fandango. Winners will be 
flown to New York or Hollywood for 
an all- expense paid weekend to see 
their lips on a giant billboard. RCA 
Records has reserved billboard space 
on the Sunset Strip in Hollywood and 
Times Square in N.Y.C. to display 
the winning lips. 

RCA Promotes 
Black Music 

in a move that emphasizes its 
ever increasing commitment to Black 
Music, RCA Records has effected a 
major expansion of its Black Music 
Marketing and Promotion Depart-
ment. Ray Harris. Director, Rhythm 
and Blues Promotion and Merchan-
dising, has been appointed to the 
newly created position of Director, 
Black Music Marketing. 

This addition allows RCA to 
more progressively and aggressively 
address themselves to the needs of 
the Black Music marketplace. 

Martin and Tut 
Forever Gold 

Hey, a really great thing has 
happened to Steve Martin.. " King 
Tut," his novelty single on Warner 
Bros. Records which is, in reality, a 
serious and reverant ode to a fallen 
sovereign, has sold over 1,000,000 
copies ( that's a big million to you) and 
has been duly certified gold by the 
RIAA in recognition of that fact. You 
might also want to keep in mind that 
—King Tut" is not included on 
Steve's debut album on Warner 
Bros., " Let's Get Small," which has 
sold lots more than a million and has 
been a platinum album for quite 
some time 

Be Bop Deluxe 

Disbands 

RedRose Hype 
Radio listeners are being given an 

opportunity to have their lips repro-
duced on giant billboards as part of a 
contest being sponsored by RCA 

Records for " Last Kiss," the title of 

After four years together, Be 
Bop Deluxe, one of England's most 
innovative bands, has disbanded. 

The decision comes after three 
years of continuous worldwide tour-
ing for the band, broken only by the 
recording of theit internationally acc-
laimed albums. 

Bill Nelson. the band's song-
writer, guitarist, and lead vocalist, 
stressed that there were no musical 
or personal disputes involved in the 
decision. According to Nelson, Be 
Bop Deluxe began as a challenge, the 
force behind their music being their 
ever-present freshness. After re-
cording six albums together, Nelson 
felt that the group was in danger of 
becoming institutionalized and the 
time was now right for this change. 

Before disbanding, Be Bop De-
luxe recorded one last album slated 
for release on Harvest later this year. 

Bill Nelson is now in the process 
of forming his own band, " Bill 
Nelson's Red Noise," while Clark. 
Fox and Tumahai have yet to disclose 
their future plans. 

VIDIE PRODUCTIONS 

374-6168 
669 VALLEY DR. H.B. CA. 90254 

M & M VIDEO PRODUCTIONS would like to introduce you to 
video-tape for showcase, audition, and demos. 

Our studio can provide YOUR edited audio-visual package for under 
$400. 

M & M also offers video-rehearsal. 

STUDIO RENTAL FROM $5.00 PER HOUR 

Peachy Keen 

Over 

Ted Nugent 

photo by Pamela Shandel 

Energy level was high in Holly-
wood at Peaches Records, Sept. 5, as 
a crowd of nearly two thousand 
rockers waited to be with their animal 
man. The rain didn't interfere with 
the alive spirit as Ted Nugent's fans 
waited anxiously to receive an auto-
graphed picture, a t-shirt, a kiss, or 
just a handshake. 

Ted entered through the back 
entrance thirteen minutes late. He 
was smiling and beaming when he 
arrived to slaughter his rock&roll 
lambs with the essence of his very 
presence. 

As I knew he had a tight 
schedule, my approach was direct 
and rushed. 
"Hi Ted. I'm Jana from the MUSIC 
CONNECTION and I'd like to have 
you share youtseif a bit with our 
readers." 
"Hi Jana , I'm Ted with the Mars 
Connection and you want me to share 
myself right here?" 
"Yes. Do you have any advice for our 
up-coming rockers?" 
"Yeah, practice theit asses off!" 

He was then rushed out front to 
sign photos, shirts, bellies, arms, 
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pants, skateboards, albums, back 
packs, etc. He kissed the ladies and 
charmed them all. He rushed past 
the guys, giving them little more than 
a jest or brief handshake. Peaches 
was filled with his spirit and his 
music blasted at top volume most of 
the time. He was always laughing 
and gave an occassional shout to 
"turn the music up." 

Being re- located by the crowd, 
the security guards, and the madness 
I squeezed the questions out when 

the opportunity presented itself. 
"What kind of guitar do you play?" 
"A Brydland, it's a Gibson." 
"Will you always play rock&roll?" 
"That's all there is. Rock&roll is all 
there is." 
"We're looking for some new mater-
ial. When can we expect to hear 
some?" 
"My new album comes out in Nov-
ember. You can hear it all then." 

Adding humor and vulgarity to 
every approach, he comes off as 
though he wore a facade of security 
"How do you pick your musicians?" 
"By the size of their he 
roared, "how do you pick yours?" 
He paused and said, " Again, ATT-
ACK, basic attack, rock&roll. If you 
like rock& roll you're home free with 
me. If you like rock&roll, you're 
guarenteed a place with me, but 
that's the only prerequisite 
"I'm aware of the fact that you spend 
a lot of time in the jungle. What does 
the jungle have to do with r & r?" 
"Nothing, nothing at all, except I 
need them both." 

A sweet young thing stepped up 
and asked him to sign, "To her, with 
love." 
"You want my love? You want my 
love?? Come see me tonight, I'll be 
giving my love to everyone tonight I" 

Two punk rockers slithered up in 
full greaser dress. Ted stepped back, 
laughed and said, " So you've come 
to see the master." He reached 
forward with a swift swing, slapped 
the hair ends of the closest one, 
announcing, "That's the way you 
guys do it, isn't it?" Shaking his 
head and holding out one of his 
photos, " Do you want me to sign one 
of these for you?" The punk 
indicated his yes with a nod. Ted 
smiled, " You got it." 

Later that evening I viewed his 
show. All the difficulty that I 
observed in Ted playing with his fans 
was gone. He talked to us with his 
guitar and he made love to all of us 
with his music. Jana 
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HOUND DOG RECORDING 

v.* P e+ 

$2511 HR. * 16 * $10015 HRS. * * 
RAG 

DETAILS •• (213)449-8027 

•iound reinforcement• 
CATHEDRAL SOUND CO. 

• PA RENTALS • SOUND SYSTEMS 
• SOUND REINFORCEMENT • LIGHTING CREWS 

CLUBS SHOWCASE CONCERTS 

247-9590 
LOS ANGELES 

EVERYTHING YOU 
WANTED 
TO KNOW 
ABOUT 

MAKING DEMOS 
(OUT 

RE AFRAID 
TO ASK). 
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WORKSHOP BEGINS SEPTEMBER 30, 1978 
CALL TRACK RECORD 467-9432 

The brewery people shouldn't be too upset about 
Karmen's short-lived acting career, for Karmen went on to 
much greater things. And the Michelob commercial 
represents a coup, of sorts, because it's the first on-camera 
TV appearance of the man who is known on Madison Avenue 
as the King of the Jingle Jungle and the Adman's Cole Porter. 
For, today, Karmen is the most prolific and probably highest 
paid radio and TV jingle writer in the business. 

Karmen declines to disclose his earnings but industry 
sources say that based on what lesser jingle writers earn, 
Karmen must be pulling in more than $ 1 million a year. 

Karmen's tunes are heard and hummed by more people 
than are the works of most pop song writers. His hits include: 
"When you say Budweiser, you've said it all," " Sooner or 
later you'll own Generals," and Northwest Orient Airlines 
(gong)." 

His latest tunes include "J- J- J- Jack in the Box" and 
"Weekends are made for Michelob," in which he conducts 
the orchestra on camera. 

Karmen traveled a long, circuitous route in show 
business before he finally found his niche. 

A self taught guitar player, Karmen auditioned for the 
Arthur Godfrey "Talent Scout" program in 1957 as a calypso 
singer. He lost the competition but Godfrey liked his style and 
hired Karmen for his morning radio show for five weeks. 

"I always seemed to be a step ahead of the trend," 
Karmen recalls. "Calypso wasn't ' in' yet, so I decided to 
switch to folk music. Unfortunately, the Italian singers, 
Sinatra and Tony Bennett-were the rage at the time. So I 
bought a tuxedo and changed my material, but by that time 
folk music was the big thing." 

Karmen decided that maybe he'd better switch to acting, 
so he attended the American Theatre Wing school in New 
York and then on to "Jukebox Racket." 

"Nudie movies were a lot softer than today's hardcore 
films," Karmen says. "A typical plot involved a photogra-
pher named John who took two girls into the woods and they 
undressed and posed for him. There was no dialogue, just 
voice-over and music." 

Karmen married and moved to Hollywood where he 
hoped to become a big star. " But I couldn't get work because 
I wasn't good enough," he admits. After 10 months, he and 
his wife headed back to New York. 

He heard through the grapevine that the producer of his 
nudie movie was about to make another film. Karmen had 
had his fill of acting at the time so he approached the producer 
and persuaded the man to hire him to score the film. "He 
didn't recognize me with my clothes on," Karmen says, and 
he offered me $500 to do the score." 

In the next four years Karmen did the musical score to 30 
films, including such unforgettables as "Twisted Sex," 

"Smorgasbroad" and "Teen-Age Mother." 
Karmen says the porno business offered him an 

opportunity for on-the-job training. "The movies were 
supercheap, but the great thing was that somebody allowed 
me to write music and didn't worry much how well it fit. They 
also allowed me to edit the films. I had four years to learn the 
trade. And I made some great contacts because most of the 
young guys working on the films at night worked at ad 
agencies during the day." 

Word got around that he worked cheap, Karmen says, 
and he received an offer to score his first commercial-an ad for 
the Girl Scouts. 

After a series of minor jobs, Karmen scored his first 

hit, " You can take Salem out of the country but you can't take 
the country out of Salem." The success ot that cigarette 
commercial suddenly put him in demand. 

Karmen estimates that in the 11 years he has been 
composing jingles, he has written somewhere between 1,500 
and 2,000 of them. He now does about 100 jobs a year, 
"maybe 30 or40 are new pieces of music and the rest are new 
arrangements." 
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Industry sources say Karmen is the highest paid jingle 
writer in the business today, and he's in the unusual position 
of owning the copyright on all the tunes he composes. This 
means that, unlike other jingle writers, he receives residuals 
on his commercials. And it allows him to put new words to his 
music and sell the songs to the record industry. But Karmen 
doubts he will do that. 

"There have been attempts to turn a catchy jingle into a 
commercial song," Karmen says, " but the reason few of them 
have been hits is that we write tunes to last 30 seconds and 
you can't take and spread them to 31/2  minutes because the 
music becomes boring. We're the masters of the mini-movie, 
and Lerner and Lowe couldn't do that." 

How does Karmen create a jingle? 
"First, I insist on a free hand-most commercials sound like 

they've been written by a committee. I'll allow an agency to 
give me an idea or a line, but then I have to sit down and play 
games." 

Karmen says he often spends as little as two hours 
writing a jingle. " But I often spend several weeks thinking 
about what I want to write. I ask a client to send me as much 
research and print material as they have. I want to see where 
they were (with their old ad campaign) and the reason they 
want to change. 

"Then I try to get a feeling for what they want to say. 
Next, I go for a long walk at the beach or in the woods and try 
to come up with a handle to express the key line; after that, 
the rest builds to the punchline." 

"Writing a jingle is like cooking a meal," Karmen says. 
"Most of your time is spent gathering the ingredients." 

Karmen considers his music the most important part of 
television commercials because, he says, TV is an audio rather 

than a visual medium. "You can be in the next room with the 
sound on and still understand what's going on, but if you sit in 
front of the set with the sound off you lose a great majority of 
what they're trying to say to you." So he tailors his music to 
"play" on the media it's designed for. " Some music may 
sound great when it's played on expensive stereo equipment, 
but I want to hear what my music sounds like when it comes 
out of a tiny transistor radio or a 3-inch TV speaker." 

But isn't the announcer as important as the music 
because he's part of the audio message, too? "A commercial 
has to be catchy to be memorable," Karmen says, "and you 
can't hum the announcer." 

Karmen says he's enamored by the power of television, 
so he's very careful about what his commercials say: "I'm 
sure that somewhere, someplace, someone will actually 
squeeze the Charmin." 

Because of this attitude Karmen refuses to do political 
advertising. He feels that if you do a commercial that gets 
people to buy a product and the product is no good, people will 
simply stop buying it. But with a politician the impact can be 
much more serious and long lasting. 

"In politics you can write a song and create an image that 
might not be the candidate. In 1972 I turned down (Richard 
M.) Nixon and a lot of money. In 1976 I did the same with 
(Gerald R.) Ford. I have a responsibility to my daughters, so I 
don't risk creating a Senator Cola or a President Toothpaste." 

Karmen has felt this responsibility more since his wife 
died four years ago, leaving him with three daughters to raise. 
He's become a bit of a loner since her death and more 

introspective. 

"I'm an adult reborn," he says. " I've had to get into the 
world all over again as a single man- I'm having the saine 
experiences as an 18 year old." 

This has moved Karmen to put his experiences and 
feelings into music. "Right now I'm in the middle of 
producing a record album. I've written 17 songs over the past 
two years that express my situation. I expect to release the 
album this spring. I'm doing it all myself, including 
financing. As a creator I must be free. I don't want to be 
beholden to anyone, having some record company executive 
hanging over my shoulder telling me how to do it." 

[continued on page 18] 

SAVE $25 WITH THIS COUPON 

MUSIC 
BUSINESS 
SURVIVAL 
TRAINING 

Il) attend this unique .3-tught ii t. teat tiring 36 
educational TV prttgrants with people you might otherwise never 
meet — the l'residtmts of CBS Rticords .ind ABC Recterds. Peter 
Frinowton's personal manager and agent. Thorn Bell. Aaron 
Copland. Richie I laven,. and many more. Inclmles 1.10-pagettireer 
guidebook and question-answer sessions with live nistructors. 

Nloaday through Friday. October 16-20.6:oil-II:Oil I'M. Century 
I'lara Hotel, Century ity. Los Angeles. Regul.ir idtitni: S127 — 
rtqinctql tui S1U2 it imid by September 30. Send tor a tree brochure. 

MelfMtleil 
Practical Learning Mr the Arts. Ili:. z-;1..10 Sunset Blvd., 
Smile 1017. ilollywood. California 90069 213-650-1875 

PRODUCERS • SINGERS • SONGWRITERS 
IN THE 

- RECORDING INDUSTRY — 

HAVE YOU HEARD THE UNHEARD OF? 

An Inexpensive Recording Studio? 
with 

PROFESSIONAI ENGINEERING -- QUALITY SOUND 
DEMOS — MASTERS — TAPE COPIES — MIXING 

AND MUCH MORE 
IS WHAT YOU'LL FIND 

AT 

"ONE OF A KIND 

HALF INCH 
8 TRACK 
620 PER HR. 

SOUND 
RECORDERS 

ARRANGERS—PRODUCERS 
STUDIO MUSICIANS 

AVAILABLE 

INQUIRE ABOUT 
OUR ONE INCH 

16 TRACK 

REHEARSAL STUDIOS 
AIR CONDITIONED: SOUNDPROOF: PRIVATE 
15 x 15 rilpa $5.00 hr. - 15 x 30 repa & staç,e $7.50 hr. 

15 x 25 vilpa Fully Equipped $12.50 hr. 
(MICS INCLUDED) 

STORAGE & INSTRUMENT RENTS ALSO!! 
.%414114 

RHODES 88; RMI; STUDIO UPRIGHT; ARP AXXE; AMPS 
DRUMS; HAMMOND B3; ROLAND STRINGS 

PLUS .•"-

LEAD SHEETS AND COPYRIGHTING!! 
ph. 464-9961 465-7454 
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...Have your 
tired old standbys 
let you down again? 

G-Te 
Our stage monitors are 

G T 0 ' 
any loudspeaker systems in 

their size & price class. Call us? 

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO SYSTEMS ENGINEERING, INC. 

PDZ , 7330 Laurel Canyon Blvd. 
t I North Hollywood, CA 91605 

o   o o  lo 12131 982-1141 

e 

EVENTIDE HARMONIZER • MARSHALL TIME MOD. 

le die 8 TRK RECORDING 
ROOM SIZE 44rX30•X14' 

• NEUMANN • JBL • NAKAMICHI • AKG • GAIN BRAIN 
-• SENNHEISER • DBX • CROWN • VIDEO • 

• AMPEX 1100 • 80-8 • BGW • OTARI • UREI • KEPEX 
• ORGAN PARASOUND • TANGENT • AURATONE • 

Ifitt•henr-siell studio *450 
inetuars Pl, 111..pe. Plano. Hell 

*Baldwin Grand *Copying • Mixing 
•Video Productions »Special Block Rates 
•Arp Omni Et •Vocal Et Drum Booths 
Other Synthesizers •Easy Parking, Open 24 Hours 
•Hammond Organ *Synthesizer Room 

VISA 
NIMBI 

666-9000 

NOTABLE IMAGES 
Photographs That Reflect Your 

Performance and Personality 

BRUCE MEYERS 
(213) 855-1010 

Math klabit 
1944 • • • 

by Kevin A. Smith 

Black music has always been a powerful influence in 
music. Styles as diverse as Rock, MOR and New Wave often 
had their roots in Black music. R&B (soul) Jazz, Gospel 
inspirational, and Disco, are the four distinct styles of Black 
music, although Jazz is the only true Black and American 
music form. Artists such as the Temptations, Supremes, 
James Brown and the Miracles, were a few of the best and 
most popular forerunners of soul. They perfected the 
following basics of R&B into an artform; funky, furiously 
paced tempo, smooth often syrupy torch ballads, fancy 
costumes, textured vocals and intricate choreography. Disco 
is merely an exaggeration of these qualities. 

Today's R&B has for the most part remained unchanged, 
although extensive choreography and costuming aren't the 
requirement they once were. What has changed are the 
arrangements and the artists. The orchestrations are more 
intense, the lyrics are message oriented, and the big band 
sound has returned. Pioneered by Philadelphia based 
producers-writers Gamble-Huff, soul has resulted in in-
creased sales, popularity and a bigger crossover into MOR 
and pop. 

Disco is currently the hottest trend and serves as an 
exámple of non- Black artists ripping off Black music, and 
becoming richer in the process than the Black artists they 
patterned th--iselves after. The Bee Gees salvadged a 
fledgi 0 .... eer with Disco and are now the Kings of Disco and 
pop. And please don't be fooled, Disco is Black music. A 
close parallel is early Rock & Roll. Elvis, Buddy Holly and the 
Beatles have all admitted that they grew up on Black music 
and that their own sounds were a reflection of that early 
influence, or asinPresley's case it was a direct rape of Black 
music. 

As a Black musician, I have nothing against anyone 
performing Black music, or the right to mind it. I do take 
exception to the fact that a great deal of the money made off 
Black music is going to non- Black artist. It can't be that Black 
artist aren't out there, or that the audience is too small. Only 
the record companies know for sure. Odd as it may seem, 
most recording firms are run by lawyers and accountants, so 
this may be a contributing factor to our current stock of talent. 
In theory these firm heads have a sense of the publics' needs 
and wants, but I don't know whose theory it is or who proves 
it. 

Jazz is running a close second to Disco in popularity and 
Jazz is where the biggest changes in Black music have 
occurred. Jazz is no longer limited to avant-garde be-bop, 
whose artists bordered on being cult phenomenae. Now the 
Jazz field is open and often incorporated rock elements 
(fusion), Funk and Disco (Dazz), and is probably the most 
respected popular music art form today. In Jazz there can be 
no color line; the only thing that matters is how talented you 
are, not always the case in other fields. The talent around now 
is probably the best since the days when Wes Montgomery, 
John Coltrane and Charlie Parker, to name a few, were at 
their peak. 

I'd like to see Black musicians begin to receive the credit 
or at least the money due them, since Black music is so 
prominent nowadays. If not, then maybe Natalie Cole, the 
Commodores and Al Jarrean should be doing Punk Rock... but 
then that's a lot like Barry Manilow doing Dico. 
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CLASSIFIED 
24 HOUR HOTLINE 462-5773 DEADLINE: THURS. 4:00 PM 24 HOUR HOTLINE 462-5773 DEADLINE: THURS. 4:00 PM 

IT'S EASY TO PLACE A FREE AD IN OUR 
CLASSIFIED OR CONNECTION SEC-
TION. 
1. CALL OUR 24 HOUR HOTLINE... 

462-5773. 
2. YOU WILL HAVE ABOUT ONE 

MINUTE TO PLACE YOUR AD. 
3. SPEAK SLOWLY AND CLEARLY. 
4. GIVE YOUR NAME AND PHONE 

NUMBER. 
5. GIVE THE CATEGORY NUMBER 
WHERE YOU WANT YOUR AD TO 
APPEAR. 

6. MAKE YOUR AD AS BRIEF AS 
POSSIBLE. 

7. ALL BUY AND SELL ADS MUST HAVE 
A PRICE. 

NOTE: ALL ADS ARE FINAL. THEY 
CANNOT BE CHANGED OR CANCELL. 
ED. DESCRIPTIVE REASONS FOR THE 
SALE, SUCH AS "MUST SACRIFICE" OR 
"MUST SELL" ARE NOT ACCEPTABLE. 
IF YOU WANT YOUR AD TO REAPPEAR, 
GIVE US A CALL. WE ARE NOT 
RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY CALLS THAT 
ARE UNSOLICITED OR ANNOYING 

NEXT CLASSIFIED DEADLINE: 

SEPTEMBER 284 p.m. 

PAS AMPS 

DYNACO 400w stereo power amp. 
Claean sound excellent condition. 
$400 

533-1666b 

PEAVY 410 Vintage $350. 1952 pro 
amp. $350. 

Tod 714 731-0273b 

PILOT 60w old tube power amp. $60 
obo 

874-0248b 

SHURE; 2 M series, mono mic. 
mixers, 5 low-z in RCA out. one with 
meter, pads. $70 each. 
Dave home 874-0248 work 462-6588b 

FENDER 100w PA 4 channels, two 
horns, 8 10" spkrs. $400 

469-3481b 

SAVE MONEY! 
DO YOUR OWN LEAD 

SHEETS AND TRANSPOSITION! 
Private Music Copy instruction for 
singers, songwriters. etc. 

• Learn professional music copy 
and transposition. 
• Learn at your own rate - you set 
the schedule. 
• Pay only for hours you need to 
feel satisfied. 
• Equipment and materials 
available for first session 
• Music copy services also 
available 

Call: (213) 855-1010 
David Pendleton 

AF of M. SAG, AETRA, AEA 

AMPEG SVT 300w amp. wiith two 
cabinets. 8 10" spkrs. in each. Good 
condition. Will sell separartely. 
$1000 

Larry 461-1016b 

Z400W POWER AMP, 6 channel 
mixing board, graphic equalizer and 
2 SPI spkrs. All Teavey 1400 like 
new. Excellent condition. 

898-9275 
594-8488b 

GALLEN GRUGER stereo power 
amo. 400w with volume control and 
vu's. $400 obo. Sender super twin 
180w. equalized, customized, mint 
cond. $450 obo. Pre-CBS sender twin 
reverb, customized with Altec spkrs. 
$500 obo. Vintage Gibson Lancer 
amp. with reverb. $95 firm. 

986-6790b 

FENDER BASSMAN cabinet with 2 
12" vegas. $150. 

Alan 564-0521b 

GALLEN GRUGER stereo power 
amp. 400w with volume control and 
vu's. $400 obo. Sender super twin 
180w. equalized, customized, mint 
cond. $450 obo. Pre-CBS sender twin 
reverb, customized with Altec spkrs. 
$500 obo. Vintage Gibson Lancer 
amp. with reverb. $95 firm. 
986-6790b 

BASS CABINET concert sized $70. 
One PA cabinet with 15" spkr. $65. 

Rick 805 259-4759b 

SOUND CRAFTSMAN pre amp 

equalizer PE-2217 new in box. $300 
762-8802 

865-3467b 

SUNN AMP 40w 2 12" speakers. 
$200 

Dana 469-3481b 

YAMAHA EM-80 Pa board and 2 
Woodson cabinets with two 12" 
speakers. Excellent small PA or 
home recording system. $400 

Lee 675-8280b 

PEAVEY "CSP" speaker cabinets. 
Each has double 12" and 15" woofer, 
plus horn with adjustable crossover. 
Large and loud. Two at $250 each. 

Peter Skye 980-9490b 

TWO AMPEG SVT speaker cabinets. 
$230 each. 

Fred 995-4825h 

NEW SHURE Vocal master contrlo 
console. 6 outputs. $450 

650-5034b 

SUNN BASS speaker caninet with 
one 18" JBL K151. Excellent cond. 
$300 

462-4502b 

MORANTZ 510 amp, power amp. 
Brand new in box. Warranty. Sell 
$700 obo 

John 374-1452b 

SHURE vocal master head, 2 col-
umns, 3 mics with heavy cords plus 2 
Ventura columns. $1400 

Leah 395-9538b 

AMPEG SVT Bass amp. 300w RMS 
with cabinet $500. 

346-5920b 

MXR PHASE 100. New, in box. $90 
obo 

Gene 656-8987b 

FENDER PA 100w 4 channels $150. 
Sunn amp 40w 2 12" speakers. $200 

469-3481b 

AMPEG SVT head and 2 bottoms. 
Good condition. $750. Will separate. 

Fred 995-4825b 

WANTED: BGVV 250 power amp and 
tapco mixer. 

Ron 654-5399b 

TAPE arm:minas 3 

24 TRACK MCI recording studio 
control room 20' x 25' studio 30' x 40' 
$150,000 or make offer. 

Lewis 10am-5pm 967-6422b 

DBX MODEL 119 compressor expan 
der. Recently reconditioned at fac 
tory, like new. $150 obo 
Dave home 874-0248 work 462-6588b 

TEAC 3340 reel to reel. Perfect 
condition. $700 
Fred 995-4825 b 

DOKORDER 8140 4 trk reel to reel. 
Like new. $495. 843-1876p 

saus:c AccEssoran 4 

RENT AN ORCHESTRA 
CFIAMBERLIN M III 

Making A Demo? Want To Sweeten It? 

The Chamberlin M Ill is an orchestra that YOU can afford! 

This keyboard instrument activates pre-recorded tapes 
and gives you the real sound of women's voices, the violin, 
cello, spanish guitar. trumpet & trombone ( both muted) 
and open), alto & tenor sax, bassoon. french horn, vibes, 
banjo and sound effects; from snare drum rolls & cymbal 
crashes to rolling thunder and laugh tracks. ( Four phone 

jack outputs can record direct.) 

Sounds like the real ! rung cause it is!.!' CALL 655-7778 

MXR envelope filter. New, in box. 
$50 obo. 

Gene 656-8987b 

TWO FLOOR MONITORS $100 each. 
One 12" spkr. Two Piezo fused 

series. Jack Plate $200. 
Larry 461-1016b 

TYCOBRAHE FLANGER good con-
dition. $100. Echo-Plex EP3 

Fred 995-4825b 

KORG tuning standard for guitar. 
New $80 obo 

656-8987b 

BATTERY operated phonograph. 
Works fine. $20 

462-4502b 

WANTED phase shifter. 762-8802 

865-3467b 

7/8 POLLMAN 5 string Bass with 
case and string. Perfect condition. 
$3000. 

Noah 659-5180b 

SILENCER ACOUSTIC guitar pick 
up. Like new. $50 

986-6790b 

ANVIL CASES 

Over 100 in Stock 

at Discount Prices! 

SAVE 30% to 50% 

P. A. S. E. Inc. 

7330 Laurel Canyon, No.Hwd. 

982-1141 
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CLASSIFIED 
24 HOUR HOTLINE 462-5773 DEADLINE: THURS. 4:00 PM 24 HOUR HOTLINE 462-5773 DEADLINE: THURS. 4:00 PM 

BEST DEALS 
LAS only Music Man/Korg 

Dealer 

P 

LIZZr 

GUITARS AMPS KEYBOARDS PA.'S 
FOR MUSICIANS BY MUSICIANS 

BUY— SELL—TRADE— CONSIGN 

(213) 464-7550 
1065 VINE • HOLLYWOOD, CA 90038 

TURN TABLES: Lenco, Rek-o-kut, 
for parts only. $35 each obo. Two 

small speakers good for car, etc. $30 
for the pair. 

874-0248b 

SESCOM direct box model # passive 

sm-la. Good for bass, keyboards, etc. 
$20 

874-0248b 

STRATOCASTER NECK $135. 

Eric 762-5205b 

OUITARS 5 

STRING BASS 3/4 hand carved 
round back with adjustable bridge. 
Easy action, big sound with cover. 
$950. 

462-4502b 

YAMAHA MG260 12 string, like 
new. Extras, pick up, hard shell 
case. 

John 374-1452b 

MARTIN 041 brand new. $975 
714 879- 5966 (eves.) 

FENDER CORANADO with case. 
$150 

Adie 996-0767b 

PUBLICITY PHOTOS 

Singles & Groups 

REASONABLE RATES 

PAMELA SHANDEL 

463-4982 

STRING BASS for sale. Modern 3/4  . 
Excellent condition. Hand carved 
with adjustable brige and cover. 

462-4502b 
SELMER MARK 

ARIA 5 string Banjo. Deluxe. 5 years 70's with case. 
old, excellent condition. Plush case dition. $700 

and extras. $400 firm. 
Kathy 881-7014b 

WINDS 2 

GIBSON THUNDERBIRD BASS with 
case. $400 obo 

346-5920b 

REYBOARDS 

FENDER RHODES stage 88 piano 
with Ampeg colossus amp. $800 

935-2799b 

ORCHESTRON FOR SALE excellent 
condition. $1000 obo. 

Greg 663-9733b 

BASS FOR SALE: Gibson EB-3. $200 
Alan 564-0521b 

CLAVINET-HOHNER D-6 used with 
legs, etc. $550 obo. Dave 

home 874-0248 
work morns. 462-6588b 

CRUMAR ORCHESTRATOR string 
ensemble. $1150. 

Greg 714 499-4639b 

ARP STRING ENSEMBLE $950. 

Kelly 966-5283b 

POLYMOOG with pedals. $2900. 
Kelly 966-5283b 

WANTED stand for ARP or Roland 
Synthesizer. Jeff 762-0748p 

CHICKERING 
Burl walnut 

Grand Piano, 5'2" 
cbnt. $3000. 

Ron 654-5399p 

KIMBALL Piano 1974, upright, dark 
wood, some scratches. Cost $1400 
sell $700 Ob0. 939-7751p 

6 Tenor Sax, early 
In beautiful con-

347-0736b 

TENOR SAX Buescher, two mouth 
pieces and H.S.C. included $200 obo. 

Kathy 479-6262b 

CONN LOWA Baritone Sax. $650. 
762-8802 

865-3467b 

PERCUSSION 8 

SET OF RED with brass Camco 
Drums. 24" bass drum, 14 15" tom 
toms, 16 18" floor toms, 6 6 x 14" 
snare drums, lama hardware sym-
bols, 14" hi-hat, 16, 18", 20", ride. 

Leon 761-4425b 

ROGERS 5 piece drum set. Complete 
with Zildjian symbols, hardware 
throne and Remo Black Dot heads. 
$485. 

PABLAS $75. 

Greg 766-7522b 

STUDIO SESSION guitarist available 
for recording seeks work, exp. in rock 
a billy and other styles and sounds. 
Legit only. 

Rick 223-2860b 

LEAD GUITARIST seeks working 

group only. Has backed many major 
recording acts, studio and concert 
exp. 12 years. Promo. kit and tape 
available. 

656-8987b 

PRO GUITARTIST seeks recording or 
working situation. Plenty of tapes 
and resume. 

Mickey Shannon 475-7043b 

Alan 564-0521b PROGRESSIVE rock guitarist seeks 
band or forming band. Serious. 

Rand 762-3557b 

DRUMS needed for 8 yr. old boy 
beginner. Something reasonable 

please. 836-0328p 

GUITARISTS 8 

WANTED Lead guitarist for all orig-
inal rock ' n roll band with solid 
connections. Must have equal parts, 
taste and chops. Some bottleneck 

and vocals a must. Music is simple, 
clean, punchy with some country, 
light jazz and funk. 

Larry 461-7247b 

•3M I6 AMPEX 2 REVOX A.700 
AND NAKAMICHI 

•SPECK SP800 C CONSOLE 
•JBL MONITORS 
•UREI LIMITERS •VS0 
•NEUMANN AKG SONY SENNHEISER 
SAURE MICS 

*MASTER ROOM III STUDIO REVERB. 
*DELAY AND FLANGE UNITS 
*FULL PATCH BAY 

KAWAX GRAND PIANO 
•FENDER JAZZ BASS 
•MINI KORG SYNTHESIZER 
•NOW WITH DIGITAL DELAY 

HOT JAZZ guitar player looking for 
working or soon to be working Jazz or 
Latin band. Leave message. 

Peter 466-2698b 

GUITARIST 15 years pro. experience 
seeking pop rock session work. 
Union. 

Eric 762-5205b 

HIGHLY organized all original soft 
rock group now auditioning qualified 
lead guitarist. Must be over 25 years 
of age. Two months practice working 
nights and weekends. No pay. 

Trent Jason 854-5835p 6-7pm 

IMPROVE & EXPAND 
MUSICAL ABILITY 

Ploy piano, guitar. boss, 
or woodwinds 

Technique Development e Sight 
Reading • Composition & 
Songwriting • Improvisation & Solo-
ing • Understand Chord- structure • 

Theory & Basics 
JAMIE FAUNTS 

Creative Music Course 
(213) 876-7579 
or 851-3026 
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CONNECTION SECTION  
24 HOUR HOTLINE 462-5773 DEADLINE: THURS. 4:00 PM 24 HOUR HOTLINE 462-5773 DEADLINE: THURS. 4:00 PM 

A PRESENT TIME 
L 

8 TRACK $ 13 PER HR 
16 TRACK s19 PEER HR 
Ca Copiers as law as $ 2.23 

Lloniter• Bob1/9 rr 

Noise Reduction 3134 Vineland 
licho-30•JaLs-Auratene R. Hollywood 

Penning - Plano 762-347• 

• eeeee AK° • Mis• 964-3703 

GUITARIST & KEYBOARDIST also 

singer looking for accoustic or electric 

group. Pop, soft rock, rock. 10 years 
experience. Call eves, or weekend. 

Alan 764-3224b 

LEAD GUITARIST/VOCALS new in 
L.A. Available for studio or road 

work. Prefer Latin sound but plays 

all styles. 
Bill 466-4662b 

NEEDED! Creative musical to form 
original country, rock, MOR band. 

Ability to harmonize a must. Should 

have dynamic stage presence. 

Would prefer multi- instrumentalists. 

Absolutely no hobbyist. Call Jim, 

249-1648b 

1111M=MMEMI 

leave message. 

BASS PLAYER seeks working group 

for work, special effects. 

Sly Rufus 465-0571b 

WANTED: Acoustic bass player to 
form duo with guitarist, for showcas-

ing original material or standard for 

possible club work. Prefer singer. 
Craig 655-3251b 

WANTED: Bass player sing back up 

vocals, ready for work. Must have 

transportation and pro. equipment. 

All original material and into record-

ing. Progressive folk rock material. 

Mercury kurt 396-3960b 

HAVE BASS WILL TRAVEL Prefer 

show band or Latin Jazz. Professional 

situation only. Tom 654-5399b 

BASSIST NEEDED: Creative mus-

icians to form original country *rock 

MOR band. Ability to harmonize. 

Should have dynamic stage presence. 

Would prefer multi-instrumentalist. 

Absolutely nc hobbyist. Call Jim. 

Leave message. 

249-1648b 

WORKING BAND seeks powerful 

vocalist/bassist/guitarist for 60's pop 

rock. Vocal sourd of 60's & 

McCartney essential. Experienced 

only. 

766-7023b 

WANTED: Bassist to record demo int 

the style of Bowie- Eno. 

Marlene 994-6186b 

WANTED: Bass player for all orig-

inal simple melodic rock ' n roll band. 

Must sing harmonies and think of 

playing as having fun. 

Charles 466-7008b 

BASS PLAYER with 15 years exp. 

Blues, rock n roll, contemporary, 

country, jazz, original, creative, play 

guitar, equipped and wheels, call 

469-9772b 

CHRISTIAN BASS GT. synthesizer 

player with professional equipment 

seeks other musicians or band with 

similar interests and pro. attitude. 

Fred 995-4825b 

EXCELLENT BASSIST seeking work-

ing band. All types of music. 

Ray 483-4466b 

XICIPEICARMSTS 11 

KEYBOARD player available. Pro. 

situation on:y, stage or studio. 
Rhodes Clavinet Synth. Read, write 

and arrange. Sound equip. 

Ron 654-5399b 

WANTED: Highly skilled keyboard 

player with singing ability to align 

with female vocalist to create quality 

and variety. Commitment necessary. 

R.S. 384-6065b 

MUSICIANS & SINGERS 
Having trouble sight-reading or 
writing Syncopated Rhythms ( tim-
ing)) Also composition 

Call RON WEBB 
until midnight at: 

466-6790 e 628-5025 

VOCAL INSTRUCTION 
BEGINNING PRO 

CLASSICAL POP 

Learn To Use 
Your Natural Voice 
Without Straining 

FOR MORE INFO 

Call GLORIA • 877-6979 
(Free Voice Evaluation) 

KEYBOARDIST WANTED for club 

band. Female preferred. Versatility 

and union membership necessary. 

Carolyn 

820-7947 

836-3606 

450-3119b 

VOCALIST needs talented keyboard-

ist for duo. Must be available for full 

time night club work by Oct. 15. 

Pattie 705-0437b 

NEEDED: creative musicians to form 

original country rock MOR band. 

Ability to harmonize a must. Should 

have dynamic stage presence. 

Would prefer multi-instrumentalist. 

Absolutely no hobbyist. Call Jim. 
Leave message. 

249-1648b 

PRO. PIANIST/ ARRANGER/com-

poser, singer available for demos, 

clubs and casuals. 

James 762-3120b 

PIANIST/KEYBOARDIST former 

band leader from East coast seeks 
creative unit with definite direction. 

Recording, road and concert exp. 
Stu 463-0610b 

WANTED: Keyboardist for all orig-

inal rock ' n roll band with solid 
connections. Must have equal parts, 

taste andchops. Vocals a must. 

Music is simple, clean, punchy with 

some country, light jazz and funk. 

Larry 461-7247b 

KEYBOARDIST/GUITARIST, singer 

available for working band only. 

Jim 396-8076b 

PROFESSIONAL keyboardist avail-

able. Rhodes, Moog, & string 

emsemble sessions or gigs only. 

Dan 760-3184b 

B.A. IN MUSIC read, write, arrange. 

Has Fender synthesizer. Studio only. 

Bruce 291-5098b 

'Private Guitar 
Instruction 

JAZZ IMPROVISATION AND 

THEORY, CHORD MELODY 

SOLOS Et SUBSTITUTIONS, 
ACCOMPANYING TECH-

NIQUES & SIGHT READING 

ALSO ELECTRIC BASS 

'Ron Anthonm 
F crrrnerly With '- 

George Shedring Quintette 

848-8192 

VCCAL:STS 12 

CREATIVE PIANO LESSONS 

THEORY NOTATION IMPROVISATION 
Easy step-by-step approaches 

to all of today's styles 
for today's musician. 

DAVID "CAT" COHEN 
473-8381 

FEMALE VOCALIST looking for Top 
40 or original all female band. 

Regena 734-2858b 

SOUL SONGER exp. looking for 

nightclub work and agressive mgt. 

Michael Jones 464-0141b 

PRO. BAND just off road seeks front 

vocalist and drummer. 654-5399 

466-4622b 

FEMALE VOCALIST available for 

working band or recordings. 
Adie 996-0767b 

WANTED: Female high energy,hard 

rock lead singer for all female hard 

rock band. 

533-1666b 

FEMALE LEAD VOCALIST 11 years 

pro. experience. TV exposure. 

Attractive, available for temporary 

fill ins or casuals or full time work for 

pros with gigs. Joyce the Voice. 

761-4449b 

EX GOSPEL SINGER, lyric tenor, 

age 25 with exceptional range, fresh 
in from N.Y. available for club, 

sessions and/or established group 
that needs that spark. I also write. 
Serious only. 1-8 pm. 

Calvin 776-437lb 

WANTED: Male vocalist for band 

that has tour coming up and concert 

date. Original music. 

660-6091b 

ARRANGEMENTS 

FOR YOUR VOICE 
AND 

YOUR STYLE 
LEE and DAN 

• 463-4247 • 
(Also Lead Sheets) 
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BERNIE WAYNE 
VOCAL COACH 

FORMER A&R HEAD OF 20TH CENTURY RECORDS 
Composer of " Blue Velvet," "There She Is, Miss America" 

NOW ACCEPTING NEW STUDENTS 
ON A LIMITED BASIS 

INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION — ONE TO ONE COACHING 
For Interview — 874-2628 

BEGINNING FEMALEpop jazz sing-
er wishes to collaborate with mature 
keyboard player or guitarist for fu-
ture working situations. No rocker 
please. Call after 5 p.m. 823-3587b 

EXPERIENCED LEAD VOCALIST 

also double on harmonies and flute. 
Unattached, available for travel. 
You name it, I can play it." 

Bill 274-8069b 

EXPERIENCED LEAD VOCALIST 
free to travel or relocate. Doubles on 
harmonica and flute. 

Rama 274-8069b 

NEED two male caucasian singers. 
Must be dependable and able to 
practice for Top 40 Jazz-Vocal group. 

Dill Anderson 385-0795b 

ATTRACTIVE FEMALE VOCALIST 
wanted for completion of female 
vocal trio. Original R & B and 
showcase. Parr. 

487-6751 
661-2986b 

MALE VOCALIST with plenty of 
studio and stage experience working 
with the best, seeks work with pro. 
musicians. 

851-1464b 

PROFESSIONAL MALE vocalist sks. 

artist management, working group or 
studio situation. 

James 370-0794b 

FEMALE SINGER seeks serious mu-
sicians to perform sountry Western, 
30's and pop. 

Carolyn 921-1892b 

1 to 8 TRACK RECORDING 

Personal Demos 
Stereo or Mono Mixdowns 

PIANO AVAILABLE 
$10.00 an hour 

For more information call: 

JOHN Mc! VER 
at 787-4813 

SINGER/ACTRESS/DANCER with 
excellent background training sks. 
reliable agent. 

Mary 

WANTED: Female vocalist to join all 
women's group. Soul, funk, Top 40, 
rhythm & blues. Ready to work 

immediately. 
Becky 714 768-7110b 

VOCALIST looking for work doing R 
& Er soul, oldies but goodies. Can 
work in L.A. area. 

Bob 674-6546b 

SEEKING WORKING BAND and 
studio work. Possible management. 

Eula Cooper 465-0705b 

MALE LEAD SINGER now available 
for the first time in five years 
formally of L.A. hottest prog. radical 
rock band. Blonde hair, blue eyes, 
total stage appeal. Creative original 
vocals. Absolute pro. only. Henry 
Leigh 

398-6621b 

TWO FEMALE pop orientated sing-
ers in search of a working group. 
Sharron 

934-2304b 

WANTED: Black female soprano 
aged between 22 and 28 to sing with 
funk reegae group. Must have own 
transportation. 

Henry Thomas 233-3726h 

FEMALE VOCALIST looking for es-
tablished working Top 40 or funk 
band or studio work. 

Tina 734-2858b 

"LIGHTS, CAMERA" 

ATIerMil 
MU I 
Answering Service 
Special Limited Offer 
Sept. 15 — Oct. 15 

(New Acc'ts Only) $ 20 
3 Mo. Service 

We Give the Best Phone in Town! 

Dependable • Courteous • Efficient 

Unlimited Messages 
466-3581 

arturetrazas 13 

PROFESSIONAL DRUMMER back 
from 2 year sabatical. Versatile, 
musical, looking for steady or casual 
work. 

David Paul Moore 714 536-0685b 

EXPERIENCED creative drummer 
from East coast does back up and 
vocal. Plays all rhythm instruments, 
writes and arranges. Looking for 
working group or original. 

Al Jones 766-2937b 

ROCK DRUMMER seeks serious 
heavy metal band. I want to be with 
people into show, high goals and 
direction and mind. 

Doug I keler 839-7040b 

DRUMMER WANTED: must be ver-
satile in Jazz, Latin and rock. Vocals 
helpful. 

466-4622b 

PERCUSSIONIST WANTED to work 
with pianist, singer, composer. 

Jay 829-1385b 

DRUMMERS WANTED: Progressive 
rock band all original looking for 
drummer. 

Ron 889-8039b 

DRUMMER looking for working or 
soon to be working country rock ' n 
roll swing band. No Hank Williams 
types please. 

Scott 652-0727b 

SPECIALTIES: Congas, Bongos, Lat-
in & Brazilian percussion. Have 
worked with Sergio Mendez & Gloria 
Gaynor. 17 years playing & touring. 
References available on request. 
Available for work. 

J.C. 785-4461b 

FREE USE OF MANY KEYBOARDS, ENGINEERING.[ 8TRACC"ii $ 18 HR INCLUDES 

BUTE 

STRINGS, MIKES, AND BABY GRAND 

REHEARSAL HALL 

1 AVAILABLE $4.00 HOUR, INCLUDES . 
• - - PIANO. •. A. 8 MIKES - - ' 

462-9060 0H 466-7127 24 111.0, 
CALIFORNIA SOUND COMPANY 

ON HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD 

DRUMMER 
rock band. 
Purple 

looking for progressive 
Yes, Kansas, Deep 

Steve 634-0430b 

WORKING BAND seeks drummer 
vocalist. Experienced andstrong 
steady rhythms, knowledge of coun 
ter rhythms necessary. Exp. only. 

7667023b 

DRUMMER into Top 40 Disco and 
jazz rock. Exp. age 29 

Barry 762-0234b 

REMEMBER 

ALL OF OUR CLASSIFIED 

ADS ARE FREE! 

CALL THE HOTLINE 

462-5773 

kbff 

Drummers • Percussionists 

To play profey;inally you must sight 
read rhythm. My program is being 
taught in schools and colleges all 
over the U.S. 

For information call me at: 

783-4575 
STEVE SILVERMAN 

Studio Musician 

DRUMMER solid with much exp. 
seeks situation with commercial po-
tential. 

Steve 985-0579b 

ENGLISH DRUMMER well known, 
recording artist, now settled in U.S. 
seeks paying gigs or recordings. 
Transportation and complete equip. 

663-0880b 

DRUMMER WITH B.A. degree in 
music plays ambidextrous and poly-
rhytmically, has many credits. 

Herb morns. 656-6151b 

DUKE BAXTER 
VOCAL COACH 
EXPERIENCE IN CLUBS,' 
CONCERTS AND STUDIO 

ROYAL ACADEMY METHODS 
-ADVANCED TECHNIQUES-
JAZZ-SCAT-SHOW-POP-ROCK 

SOUL-C/W 
(SPECIALTY - ROCK GROUPS) 

Duke Baxter 
(213) 769-2496 
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• 
RENT A PHONE-MATE TELEPHONE ANSWERING MACHINE 

ONLY $9.50 PER MONTH 
FINI IT FOR IS MONT/1511T S YOURS * OPTION TO BUY 
* FREE 
MONTHS 
RENTAL 
(With This Ad) * REMOTES & OTHER MODELS AVAILABLE 

855-1544 
YOuR PHONE MAU WIlL ANSWER YOUR PHONE 24 

HOURS A DAY IN YOuP OWN VOICE AND TAKE MESSAGES 

HARD ROCK DRUMMER seeks top 
flight money making heavy metal 
musicians. Has air cond. practice 
space. 

Vic 221-0009b 

MIDWEST DRUMMER seeking 
working band country, country rock, 
Top 40 or recording. 

Dan 671-3496b 

DRUMMER into funk, Top 40, Disco 
and jazz rock. Experienced. Age 29. 

Call Barry 
762-0234b 

LOOKING for drummer sho does 
country-rock, mor. Own equipment 
and willing to travel. Pay involved. 
Mail info. to Jay Francis Prod. 5533 
Hollywood Blvd. #223, Hollywood, 
CA 90028.p 

OPEN AUDITION Saturday and Sun-
day, Sept. 9th & 10th noon to 3pm. 
Cherrywood Studios 1644 N. Chero-
kee Ave., Hollywood, for original 
rock band. 464-8155p 

WANTED: severely hard rock drum-
mer for original rock band. Must 
have presence, equipment and be 
dedicated. Kel I ie 848-3970 

Rob 365-2363p 

TROMBONIST seeks working band. 
Seven years exp. Union. 

Mac 664-0296b 

AVAILABLE drummer in Jazz- Rock DUO NEEDED to back female voca-
R. Fultineer 464-6626 aft. 6pm list. Top 40 originals. 

842-4101 

HORNS 14 

SAX & FLUTE player with arranging 
ability looking for working band. Has 
over 150 Jazz and Top 40 charts and 
pro. experience iLl club and studio 
situations. 

Eric 996-6684b 

EXPERIENCED SAX MAN looking 
for working group o- studio situation. 
Plays all styles of music. 

Mike 651-4512b 

WOODWIND/PIANIST available for 
local work. Have equip. 

762-8802 
865-3467b 

TROMBONIST/GUITARIST vocalist 
seeks wor-JCrig Top 40, Disco Funk 
group. 

Don 883-0862 b 

TROMBONIST seeking working band 
or studio work. 18 years playing 
experience. 6 yrs.road experience. 

Mac 664-0296p 

SPECIALTIES 15 

VISIONS 

IECORDING EHEIRSAL 

TUDIO 
8 TRK. RECORDING $ II HR. 

format, limiters, JBL monitors, 
lso booths, HKG, Shure, 

Sennheiser mics 
REHEARSAL $6 HR. 

25'x25'x16' space, Yamaha, Gauss, 
1400 watt triamped PA 

Pro Concert Reinforcement and 
Disco Systems Available at 

Reasonable Rates. 

BURBANK • 24 HRS. • 845-5138 

LOOKING for country band to back 
Female vocalist. 

842-4101 
842-4028b 

WANTED multi kybd. player, bass 
guitar, drums, flute-double on Sax 
for original group now forming. 
Must sing background. Pros. only. 
Ron after 5:30 pm 

656-8934b 

THE MUSIC CONNECTION needs 
part time help for distribution. Call 
now. 

Rhett 462-5773b 

Alaranao Toomey 

An.rnalor-Illustrator 
.011ywooel Call 

12‘3, 851 3,•' 

842-4028b 

PROFESSIONAL four piece rhythm 
section availabie for recording road , 
work. Voo Doo 

466-4622b 

ASCAP COMPOSER seeking lyricist 
for recording and performance. Call 
David 

766-2852b 

SALESMAN to work off commission 
with bands and venues " Star West" 

productions, Sunset Beach 
592-3330b 

MERCUREY original dynamic folk-
rock duo male-female singing song-
writing team have own PA•Promo 
folder and tape is available to all 
producers, managers, and record 
companies interested in promoting. 

Kurt 396-3960b 

PROPOSED WRITER NEEDED for 
out of work nusicians. Grants avail-
able. Starmaker Prod. 

Eddie King 467-9211b 

OLDIES BUT GOODIES traveling 

dance and show combo. auditioning 
musician-vocalist well versed in the 
authentic sounds of the 50's and early 
60's styles. Performed as originally 

recorded for original group. 
Rick 223-2860b 

PRODUCERS only- new group with 
own record label seeking producer 
hopefully with studio availability for 
production. Intention is international 
distribution. Have possible manage-
ment and gigs. 851-3525p 

OPEN AUDITIONS Held Saturday 
andSunday between 12 pm and 3 pm 
at Cherrywood Studios. 1644 North 
Cherokee Ave. For original rock 
group. 

PRIVATE INSTRUCTION 

ELECTRIC 
BASS 

SIghl ReddIng T“hmuue Ear Deselopment Chord 

Application and Insighl I,, Bassline Construction 

LESSONS COORDINATED BY: 

HERB MICKMAN 
currenll> on facultk of 

Dick Croke Music kkork,hi,p 

162- 1502 

GOD NEEDS 
YOUR TALENT 
MINISTER TO MILLIONS 

DYNAMIC NEW 
CHARISMATIC CHRISTIAN 

TV MUSIC 
MINISTRY 
FOR TV RADIO FILMS 
LIVE RALLIES RECORDS 
Singers Dancers Actors 
Production Staff Choir 

Members Writers Designers 
121319141481 188-3191 

ELVIS imitator needs musicians for 
band. Eligible applicants must be 
able to travel. S.F. Valley preferred. 

Jim 894-9565p 

COMPOSER /collab needed by lyric-
ist. Top 40. Looking for someone 
interested in making big $ for your 
talent. Serious only. Please apply 
anytime. 467-4794p 

TELEPHON OPERATOR wanted full 
or part time. 

466-3583b 

WANTED: Keyboard, Trumpet or 
Trombone player. Al 732-2108 

674-6609p 

WANTED: Electric violin player for 
original co-op group. Now forming 
Pro attitude only. Willing to invest in 
yourself. Michael 469-2549p 

ROAD MANAGER: I I will bring my 
experience as a road manager, stage 

manager, lighting and sound man to 
the service of your road tour. 

392-5191 or 989-1000p 

LOOKING for formed trio. Bass, 
Drums, -Guitar, to back female rock 
singer. Serious but fun loving people 
only. Lee 679-1223p 

JAZZ PIANO 
TECHNIQUES 

All levels, all styles, theory with 
direct applications to keyboard 

Private instruction, serious 
students only. 

Lloyd C. Nathan 
)Lile Member Local No, 47) 

Studio 473-3575. 

Res. 271-8672 
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Spoiled Brat Recording 
8 Track • $20 hr. 
• JBL MONITORS • DBX NOISE REDUCTION 

• T e KAWAI SEMI.CONCERT GRAND 
• DBX LIMITERS U UREI PARAMETRIC 
• .XLNT MIKES: NEUMAN U-87. SONY 

SENNHEISER MD 421. SHURE ELECTRO VOICE 
• CLOVER ECHO al FREE USE OF KEYBOARDS 

l• FREE USE OF GUITARS. ELECTRIC BASS. DRUMS 

Unbelievably Beautiful! 

(213) 368-5419 
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BLUE LADY'S WORLD 
MUSIC STORE/MUSIC SCHOOL 

Just one stop can fill all your musical needs! 
Expert teachers in all instruments. 

Sheet Music - Rentals - Repairs - Accessories 
We carry all major brand names. 

Century Park 
Center - Level B 

9911 W. Pico Blvd. 
Los Angeles, Cal. 

[rœ 90035 

(213) 277-0626 
Authorized Mutual 

Ticket Agency 

JINGLES... (Continued) 

Several jingle writers have gone on to become big-name 
composers and recording stars, including Barry Manilow. 
Paul Williams, Melissa Manchester and Brook Benton. 

But even if Karmen's album becomes a smash hit, he has 
no intention of turning his back on the jingle business to 
compose for the record industry. 

"My friend Joe Brooks produced (the hit record) " You 

Light Up My Lite," made a movie and is delighted to be out of 
the advertising business. But I don't want to be out- it's my 
home base and my most challenging job because the trend is 
always changing." 

What does Karmen think is his best composition? 
"I haven't written it yet." 

Copyright, 1978 Los Angeles Times. Reprinted by permission 

Vocal Technique • • • (Continued) 
In order for a technique to work as a whole, it must be 

broken down in parts. The singer then learns to coordinate 
the parts. Using a very simplistic example, you can not 
support a musical phrase without first taking a breath to 
prepare for it. There is a definite balance between pitch 
(higher or lower), air pressure (controlled by the diaphragm), 
focus (space or opening between the vocal cords), placement 
(resonators), and the use of vibrato. The singer makes these 
choices, controlling the balance as he "feels" the lyric and 
music. 

Concerning vibrato. Many singers sing only with a throat 
vibrato. This is done by fluctuating the throat muscles at the 
desired speed of vibrato. Some singers have no control over 
the speed of their vibrato. They are at the mercy of a 
"machine gun" vibrato or a bleating sound or a slow wobble. 
Very often the tension caused by using the throat muscles 
causes the tongue, jaw, and even the head to shake in rhythm 
with the vibrato. 

The diaphragmatic vibrato, however, is connected with 
the support mechanism. The speed, width and choice of 
where and when to use vibrato are controlled by the 
diaphragm. Throat vibrato may be used in certain types of 
music such as jazz, folk, Mediterranean and Middle Eastern 
music. As long as the singer supprots properly and is aware 
that the throat muscles are being used, he or she can avoid 
overworking or tightening. Overworking may lead to 
hoarseness. Tightening closes off the head and chest 
resonances. The effect may sound thin or " pinched." 

Vibrato is a very important factor in interpretation and 
development of a style. Can you hold a tone for fifteen 
seconds without any vibrato whatsoever? This is a good test. 
Does your vibrato come in automatically? Is it even or does it 
flutter? Can you sing a straight tone (no vibrato) into a slow 
relaxed even vibrato? Can you speed it up at will? A good 
singer in control of his or her instrument should be able to do 
any of the above and more. 

Concerning support. Pulling the abdominal muscles in 
and up give the impression of support, but are in fact, the 
opposite of good support. Notice the next time you sneeze or 
cough. You take a breath first and bear out and down as you 
expel a quick breath to rid yourself of that which is blocking or 
tickling your nose or throat. In singing the process is much 
slower and more flowing with the exception of a shout. Note 
that over- supporting or pushing too much air through the 
vocal cords upsets the " balance," causing friction and strain. 
The result is first an overabundance of phlegm and then 
hoarseness. The cords produce phlegm to help soothe the 

irritation. [Continued on page 22] 
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San Ii lip 

NUBOP ENSEMBLE NATURAL 

FUDGE CO. 

Material: Flavorful 

Performance: Modest 

Los Angeles is a town of surprises. 
One pleasant surprise fell into earshot of this reviewer in the shape of a 

young jazz group called The NuBop Ensemble." 
The group composed of Kurt Festinger on sax and percussion, Tony 

Jones on drums, Mark Levy on guitar, John Eisen on piano and Mart 

Buttwinick on bass shows loads of exciting potential. 
Their music is strictly jazz in the lines of John Coltrane and Charley 

Parker. They do well- textured renditions of such compositions as NIUMA 
and GIANT STEPS by Coltrane, and Charley Parker's DEWEY SQUARE. 
The arrangements here were thoughtfully constructed bringing out the best 
dimensions of the music. 

Their originals, written by Kurt Festinger were similiarly interesting. 
They showed the group was capable of producing a flavorful mood 
themselves. 

Of the originals, aside from P.S. and TUESDAY AT TWO, both 
contemplative, rhythmic, but lacking strong melodic definition, it was 

SOOTHSA Y ER that best encapsulated all of their talents. 
Its modulation of keys and Latin influence served to shape the 

composition that offered a distinctive mood. Although needing a tighter 

arrangement to grade the highs and lows, it was by far their own property. 
The only drawback "The NuBop Ensemble" may be up against is time 

since it's what they need to grow. 
Occassionally one instrument vies to supersede over another. They can 

afford to examine more subtleties in their music rather than drive. But they 

respect music. 
How the " NuBop Ensemble" will achieve its best balance will surely be 

the subject of another story. 

SEAN RAMUNO 

The Blind Pig 

Material: Pleasant MOR 

Performance: Needs fire 

The single artist/composer is a special breed. Frankly, they must be 
carefully treated. With this in mind, reviewing the songs of Sean Ramuno 
will be easier. 

First, there is great sincerity here and a solid understanding of song 
lyrics. Sean Ramuno applies a simple approach musically, and manages to 
blend the two in a rather identifiable easily digestible form 

His sound combines folk and country in sincere, simple fashion. 
However, although capable of constructing a song with a ready hook, there is 
something lacking that perhaps (to use an old cliche) time will solve. 

There are two very commercial songs in his reportoire, PLAYED THE 
FOOL AGAIN and SUNDAY MORNING SONG. Both reflect a certain 
melancholic emotion; lost love, questioned love. There are others too, 
CASUAL AFFAIR, FOOL FOR LOVE and SHE'S MY LADY. Are you 
starting to form a picture? 

There certainly is enough requited (and unrequited) love in Sean 
Ramuno's music, which is fine. Unfortunately, this makes his music a shade 
monotonous when it needn't be. With various arrangements, rhythms, and a 
fresh approach to the composition, I believe there might be a future for Sean 
Ramuno's music...as a composer, not as a performer primarily. 

This is not to say Sean Ramuno is no performer. He simply must 
develop more spontaneity, looseness, even a touch of vulgarity. The music 
that reflects all purest love sentiment begins to drag, and I know as a 

Romantic myself. 
This is why I believe in Sean Ramuno's potential. With some hard, 

relentless criticism he will see for himself. Also in less rigid musical format 

his music will work, for he is sincere. That compensates much for any 
performer. 

Thanks to The Blind Pig, a very nice atmospheric club, one of the few 

places in Hollywood that is real and unpretentious. 

Silberman 

ZEN BOOGIE 

Solari Theatre, Beverly Hills 

Material: Uplifting pop 

Performance: Tireless 

What is a theatre critic doing in MC Reviews? For one, it's a musical, 

the music composed by a former member of the Blues Magoos, and the 

music was performed by a rock ensemble, logically dubbed the Zen Boogie 

band. 

Zen Boogie is an entertaining, if not really memorable comedy, 

composed of a series of vignettes that satirize the burgeoning cult of 

self-help mental programs. Transendental Meditation, EST Mind 

Awareness, " I'm OK, You're OK" all took a good natured kidding from the 

large, talented cast. The skits varied in comedic quality from the clever use 

and misuse of one's " rights," to the analysis of Dick and Jane's marital 

problems, which could best be described as cute, to the repetitive word play 

of an Indian guru's wise old sayings, which were considerably less funny the 

second time around. 

The mostly lightweight humor drew plenty of laughs during the 

performance, but the material had little comic tension to make the jokes 

memorable afterward. A string of comic bits are difficult to properly pace, th 

that the laughs don't multiply or increase in intenstiy as the play wears on. 

Rather, the successful skits drew laughs and the others simply didn't. 

As much as Zen Boogie satirizes the various ways to achieve mental 

well-being, it doesn't offer any concrete alternatives or solutions. The basic 

optomistic theme, just finding your own happiness, reflects the naive 

relevance of the entire production. 

Easily the strong points of the play lie in the excellent acting and 

singing. Every member of the cast had a strong voice, each well suited to a 

particular style. Alexander had a loud, rock screamer voice. Carl Anderson 

was magic on stage with his funky attitude and gritty singing. Kay Cole 

handled the bittersweet melodies with a tender ease. 

The music was a nice mesh of pop styles. " You've Got the Power" was 

a lively blend of gospel/revival and rock. " I'll Survive" was a pretty ballad 

not unlike some Carole King. The only song that didn't impress me was 

"Hello-Goodbye," which was too much of a Beatle rip-off to lend any 

originality to the song. The songs all had nice melodic hooks, though the 

dynamics weren't used as effectively as possible, due to the fact that it was 

played under the lyrics. 

The Zen Boogie band: Doug Katsaros, conductor, keyboards, Lance 

Ong-keyboards, Billy Anstatt, guitars, Billy Lindner, drums, and Bob 

Manzer, bass, They were most effective when they were seen at the rousing 

finale, " Rise and Shine." 

Peppy Castro, Zen Boogie's composer, performed on the Broadway 

version of Hair, and similarities between the two seem inevitable. Both 
musical scores are bright, enthusiastic, with a " do your own thing" attitude. 

Yet Hair contained some commentarty, as superficial as it may have been. 

Zen Boogie's commentary is merely superficial. 

If you choose to be reviewed, simply send us a letter stating the name of 
your group, when and where you will be performing, and include a short 
bio. One of our reviewers will make every effort to attend your 
performance. Mail info. to: 

MC REVIEWS 
6381 Hollywood Blvd. 

Suite 323 
Hollywood, CA. 90028 
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Tempo di Funk (col. # 18) 

THEORETICALLY SPEAKING... 
with David "Cat" Cohen 

Do you ever get the feeling that all your music is starting 
to sound the same? Musicians, like anybody else, can get 
themselves in a rut, getting stuck in the same old chord 

progressions and cliche riffs. I have found that one of the best 
things 1 can do when I'm at a creative impasse is to learn some 
new musical idea like a different melodic structure, a new 
chord voicing, or sometimes a new scale premise. Let's look 
at a scale that may be new to many of you, the donan mode, 
and see how it can help change your musical perspective. 

First, a brief history of this scale. The donan mode was 
one of the seven ancient Greek modes. Being centuries old, 
the scale has been used in a variety of musical styles including 
ancient Hebrew and Arabic religious music, the gregorian 
chants of the Catholic mass, and classical Indian music where 
donan is one of the important Indian ragas. In addition, the 
scale is common in many kinds of folk music including Irish, 
Scottish, Appalachian, and bluegrass music. In classical 
music, the French composer Eric Satie rediscovered the modal 
scales during his mystic " Rosicrucian" period, and he helped 
to influence his more famous colleagues, Debussy and Ravel, 
to incorporate donan passages into their music. Jazz 
musicians such as Charlie Mingus and John Coltrane 
borrowed many of their sounds from classical sources finding 

the scale a perfect vehicle for original sounding improvisation. 
Folk and folk-rock musicians like Bob Dylan and Simon & 
Garfunkel, used many donan melodies and chord progress-
ions in their music (e.g.-"Scarborough Fair") and groups like 
the Beatles and Jethro Tull popularized many donan 
compositions. Lending itself to both jazz and rock, the scale in 
popular is the new " Fusion" sound. 

What is donan mode? It is simply a major scale with the 
third and seventh tones of the scale lowered a half-step: 

1 
(C) 
(A) 

2 3 4 
Eh F 
CD 

5 6 7 1 
G A Bb C 
E F# G A 

Several important changes happen when we lower these 
two scale tones. First of all, the " 7" tone of the major scale is 
known as the leading tone, and usually resolves up to the " 1" 
or tonic tone. This is the basis of textbook or " legit" music. 
Using the b7 tone instead frees the melody from this fixed 
orientation, and allows a more flexible use of the tone in 
improvisation. Lowering the third tone ( b3) gives the scale a 
darker deeper more minor sound. However, because the " 6" 
tone is not lowered, we do not get a minor scale, but rather a 
different sound, bittersweet, or " sweet and sour". As you 
begin to see, changing just one tone of a scale can 
fundamentally change its sound, its emotion, and the 
resulting musical styles. 

Let's take a look at a few melodic passages that might be 
ordinary in a major scale and see how different they sound in 
donan. In the examples below, see how the chromatic tones 
Eb and Bb change the character of the melodic lines. Play 

them or sing them and you will begin to hear the distinctive 
donan tonal color. Then try going up and down the scale at 
random until you are facile enough to start improvizing with 
it. The unusual combination of tones may be just what you 
need to give your music that different sound you've been 
looking for. 
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IF YOU'VE BEEN IN SHOW BUSINESS ALL YOUR LIFE 
OR IF YOU'RE JUST STARTING OUT IN THE BUSINESS 

YOU NEED THE 

DRAMA-LOGUE 
Castini News 

The . Drama-Logue is a weekly theatrical publication that 
specializes in casting information for actors, actresses, singers, 
dancers and models (as well as lob information for technical 
people, writers, producers, directors, choreographers, etc.) for 

THEATRE • MOTION PICTURES • RADIO • TELEVISION 

Subscription rates are $19.50 for a year or $ 13.00 for six months 
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO: 

DRAMA-LOGUE, P.O. BOX 38771, HOLLYWOOD 90038 
(For further information call ( 213)464-5079) 

IRLEU MARC 

PRODUC T ION S 

MUSICAL & VIDEO 
complete 

services available 

656-9800 

8400 Sunset Blvd. 
Suite 4C 

Hollywood, CA 90069 



PRODUCT 
pRoFILE: MUSIC MAN SABRE II 

dale, 
by W. RHETT CREAMER 

If you're ever down in Orange 

County and you've got a little time to 
spare, there's a place in Anaheim 
that you might want to stop by where 
chances are you'll catch one of the 
great masters still at work. 

Leo Fender has long been recog-
nized for his quality craftmanship 
and innovative ideas. His Fender 
Stratocaster and Telecaster guitars 
are two of the the finest and most 
popular guitars ever made. True to 
form, his Fender Precision Bass is 
also one of the best bass guitars ever 
made. 

Now Mr. Fender has moved on 
to other things. The Fender cornpny 
has bought out the use of his name 
and he no longer heads the comapny. 
Leo relocated and formed his own 
company, " Music Man Inc.," manu-
facturing everything from amps to 
guitar picks. 

Visiting his warehouse you can 
see him personally designing, experi-
menting and testing new products. 
One of the newest items from " Music 
Man" is the SABRE II six string, 
solid body electric guitar. The 
SABRE Il is a finely crafted, versatile 
guitar with excellent action. It comes 
equipped with a lot of extra features. 
Made of ash with a maple neck, the 
SABRE II is much like a Stratocaster 
in feel. The neck design is quite 

similar to a Stratocaster but other 
than that, the electronics of the 
SABRE sets them worlds apart. It 
conies with all Music Man products, 

including two dual-humbucking pick-
ups. The SABRE II also has some 
really unique features. One, the 
guitar contains an internal active 
pre- amplifier, powered by a standard 
9-volt battery. The pre- amplifier 

improves the guitar sound in several 
ways, such as providing separate 
tone control. This way you can 
change from a mellow bass sound to 
an extra bright treble sound without 
going to the amplifier. The pre- amp-
lifier also provides low impedance 
out- put that enables you to play long 
chords without losing a treble re-
sponse. Because of the pre- ampli-
fier, the SABRE ll's out- put level is 
double that of guitars without a 
pre- amp. 

The SABRE Il also comes with a 
Phase Revesal Switch. Unlike most 
guitars today the SABRE will re-
spond with a phase sound regardless 
of where the pick-up switch is as soon 
as it is turned on. Whereas before, 
the pick-up switch had to be in the 
middle (both pick-ups on) position 
before the phase could be enacted. 

Another feature is a bright switch. 
The bright switch is for accenting the 
upper treble frequencies in a manner 
similar to the btight switch on an 
amplifier. This saves a trip to your 
amp for adjustment or doubles the 
brightness if your ampliier does have 
a bright switch. Also on the guitar 
are bass and treble controls. 

Like most guitars on the market 
today, the SABRE II has individual 
pick-up adjustment and individual 
string height and length adjustment. 
The SABRE II also has a neck tilt 
adjustment as well as truss rod 
adjustment for precise action setting. 

The retail price of the SABRE ll 
is $ 595.00 without case and is avail-
ably at most local , Icalers 
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By Doug Thiele 

As a songwriter, your major 
source of income will be from Mecha-
nical Royalties; the writer's share of 
proceeds primarily from the sale of 
records and tapes. There is another 
major source of income for you as a 
writer, and that's Performance royal-
ties. This is the money you should 
receive each time your song is per-
formed on radio or television, in live 
shows and, since January 1, 1978, on 
juke boxes. 

Fortunately, you don't have to 
be there each time your song is 
performed; there are organizations 
set up for checking things out for you. 
These are the performing rights 

Societies, ASCAP, BMI, and SESAC. 
These Societies collect money from 
nightclubs, radio stations, television 
stations and others, and they monitor 
music being played from these sour-
ces in order to pay publishers and 
writers their songs' proportion of the 
monies collected. There's no way of 
you collecting your rightful perfor-
mance royalties on a well-played 
song without the services of one of 
these Societies, and when you have a 
released tune, you must join one of 
these Societies. And though it's 
possible for two or more writers to 
belong to different Societies and 
collaborate on one song (and collect 
royalties on that song), you can only 
be a member of one Society at a time. 

ASCAP (The American Society 
of Composers, Authors and Publish-
ers) was formed in 1914 as an 
exclusive non-profit membership or-
ganization. From the start, ASCAP 
limited its members to major writers 
in major cities. It was hard for a 
writer of little credential to join and 
collect royalties. These were, in part, 
the days of speakeasys, and some 
ASCAP collection officials had to be 
pretty tough. It was impossible for a 

non-ASCAP writer to collect all her 

just performance royalties, and many 
writers and publishers, as well as the 
burgeoning radio broadcasting In-
dustry were feeling the financial 
sting. 

BM! ( Broadcast Music, Inc.) was 
formed in 1939 by broadcasters and 
some writers, largely as an answer to 
the still- exclusive membership poli-
cies of ASCAP. At that time, BMI 
sold non- dividend stock to its sup-
porters at $5 per share. BMI 
maintained its underdog image long 
after the two Socities had become 
relative equals. 

SESAC is the third performing 
rights Society, and in recent years 
has attempted to enter the Perform-
ing Rights arena, though they still do 
less business than ASCAP orBMI. 
SESAC has recently initiated some 
incentive plans for writers, including 
the offer to help pitch member-wri-
t'ers' songs. They show some 
strength in Gospel music, Classical, 
and some Country music areas. They 
are up-and-coming , and you might 
want to investigate their present 
situation, though this article will only 
cover ASCAP and BMI. 

Both Societies collect perform - 
manee monies when your song is 
performed. They collect a percent-
age of the radio and television spon-
sor's receipts, plus a sustaining fee 
from these organizations and from 
clubs and juke box users, as well as 
special situations. 

Their system of monitoring and 
disbursal of royalties is different, 
however. ASCAP conducts a survey 
sample of thousands of hours of radio 
programming, and also examines cue 
sheets and logs from Television Sta-
tions. As a backup, ASCAP tapes 
selected TV programming as their 
own checks- and- balances system. 

BMI on the other hand, takes a 
cross-section log of radio stations, 
logging selected stations for one 
week and then multiplying the results 
they find to give them an idea of 
nationwide programming. 

As you might suspect, there's 
still a bit of partisan rhetoric coming 
from both ASCAP and BMI on the 
advantages of their system and the 
shortcomings of the other's. BMI 
claims that they are more efficient 
and accurate because they log six 
times as much actual programming 
as ASCAP. ASCAP contends that 
their tape monitoring system is more 
accurate and gives them a truer 
picture of programming nationwide. 
To this point, ASCAP says that 
because of their system's complete-
ness, they can tell a BMI writer how 
much he would have made as an 
ASCAP writer. And the words 
continue to fly. 

In reality, the two systems are 
generally equal. BMI hears a tune 
more often, but might miss a regional 
hit because one station is logged only 
once every four- teen months on the 
average. ASCAP's logging by ear 
may make mistakes a problem due to 
unclear titles (like " Betcha By Golly 
Wow") or lack of author identifica-
tion on tunes with similar titles. 

Distribution is generally similar, 
but there are some interesting differ-
ences: BMI uses a bonus system for 
writers of very strong songs, making 
double collection of royalties pos-
sible. ASCAP has also established an 
alternative payment system for its 
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writers which allows some writers of 
standards or long-term writers to 
collect performance royalties based 
on a much longer period of time. 
There is a danger of a writer becom-
ing locked into this system by potent-
ially losing royalties in switching to 
BMI but the four-fund system 
seems to favor writers with a long 
track record. 

There are a few other differences 
between the Societies; both pay 
advances to writers, but BMI is 
purported to pay a bit more on 
occasion. Also, BMI does not pay 
performance royalties on Commer-
cials, and ASCAP will under some 
circumstances. 

Some say that if you're a steady 
but small royalty earner or a new 
writer with lots of album cuts, you 
might have an edge with BMI, and 
others say that if you have heavy 
credentials or plan to write major pop 
hits, or if you write for television, 
ASCAP can put a little more in your 
pocket from performances. But one 
thing is certain; both organizations 
have come a long way from their 
early days, and your choice of Per-
forming Rights Societies has to be an 
individual one. Make yourself an 
expert in the workings of each and 
you'll make the right decision when it 

comes time to join. 

Farewell to the 
Fastest Hands 
in the World. 

KEITH MOON 
1947-1978 
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• Stephen Bishop 
• Jackie Lomax 
• Edwin Starr 
• Quincy Jones 
• Buddy Miles 
• The Originals 
• Doug Kershaw 

• Rufus 
• Edgar Winter Group 
• Stray Dog 
• peter Banks Band 
• Hues Corp. 
• Little Feat 
• Bonnie Bramlett 

MARS STUDIOS 
665 N. Berendo St. 

Hollywood, CA 90004 
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Getting The Most From 
The Trades 

If you're actively trying to get something going, either as 
a writer or a recording artist, one of the most important things 
you need to do is to know the names and meet the people in 
the business. If you're on the outside looking in and you're 
not hanging out at Mancini's or other music biz watering 
holes, it gets very difficult to keep track of who's who, who's 
what and where these people are. It's complicated by a 
musical chairs game unequaled in any other business, except 
maybe advertising. There have been some cases where 
people didn't know they'd been fired till they read it in the 
trades. Cold shot! So Billboard calls their column "Executive 
Turntable", where you can see where your favorite A&R 
person,publisher, etc. is working this month. Cashbox's 
column is called " Executives On The Move" and in Record 
World a good column for writers is "Copy Writes", which 
gives you news about writers and publishers. A&R (Artist & 
Repertoire) people are important to you. They work at record 
companies and are usually the people who listen to new acts 
and to material for artists already on the label. Unfortunately 
ly, it's a very insecure job because, if they make too many 
wrong decisions, they're on the street again. I say 
"unfortunately" because it has the result of making them 
afraid to make decisions. They keep their jobs longer if they 
make fewer decisions, consequently fewer mistakes. Signing 
an act that stiffs can cost a company over $ 100,000 easily. 
What this means to you is that, if there's any doubt 
whatsoever about the commercial potential of your material or 
act, you'll get a "NO" or a " PASS", as it's usually called. 
You might ask, " If these people are so terrible at their jobs, 
why do they keep showing up in Executive Turntable, etc. 
with new ones?" There are several answers. One is that 
losing their job doesn't necessarily mean they don't have good 
"ears" or judgement. They may not fare well in the political 
gamesmanship that happens at that particular company. 
They may quit in frustration, because acts they really believe 
in don't get signed or don't get any attention once they are 
signed. A&R people usually are responsible for following 
through on a project, and may run into a situation in the 
company, where their jobs are jeopardized by pushing too 
hard for the act in the face of new and ever shifting priorities 
in the company...."Stop with this act...We've got 3 major 
artists to release and promote in the next couple of months 
and that's where our biggest money is... . So don't hassle me 
about your new act....We'll get to them later." Thin Ice 
Time! Lots of pressure in that position. Try to explain those 
things to an act who's living on peanut butter sandwiches and 
waiting to be famous, and YOU know they CAN be. A reason 
why A&R people, who DON'T have good ears or judgement, 
continue to get jobs, is that some executives who hire them 
don't look past the resume to say, " I want to hear what acts 
you liked at those other companies and what happened to 
them." They just say, "Hey, that's great, you've worked for 
all those great companies and 'worked with' (a nebulous 
phrase used to avoid pinpointing actual credits) all those great 
artists. You're hired!" The person may have been fired for 
bad judgement in all those other jobs, but it's well known that 
there CAN be other reasons, and people at the previous 
companies may not want to give him/her a bad recommenda-
tion. After all...she/he might be THEIR boss next month! I 
should also mention that another reason for job changes is 
that one company finds out that an A&R person or publisher is 
doing a GREAT job at another company, and simply offers 
them a lot more money, fringe benefits and decision making 
power. So...anyway...you may have run into an A&R person 

who liked your act or your songs but couldn't get anything 
going for you at her/his previous label. You see in the 
"Executive Turntable" that they're at a new company now so 
it's worth another shot. In a new company they may have 
more respect, more power and a renewed motivation to prove 
themselves. Yours might be the act she'll sign or your songs 
might be better suited to the acts on his new label. I've been 
talking about A&R but most of the same considerations also 
apply to publishers. It's turning out that " using the trades" 
is a good springboard for ther topics so I'll continue it next 
time. 
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Vocal Technique... (Continued) 

Singing flat or sharp does not necessarily mean you have 
a bad ear. Flat singing may have to do with lack of proper 
support and or muscular throat tension, possibly from throat 
vibrato. Singing sharp may be due to oversupport and /or 
using too high a placement. " Placing" the tone too high 
sometimes causes the pitch to slip upwards. There is a lot of 
room on one pitch in either direction, up or down. Remember 
there are quarter, eighth, and sixteenth tones. If you are 
singing a half-step up or down from the desired note, you are 
on the wrong note. 

Good vocal technique is exciting, fascinating and 
wonderful! Once the foundation is set, the singer can then 
experience the lyric and music the way he or she wants to 
experience it and ultimately have the listener share and feel 
that experience with the singer. A good singer makes choices. 
A good vocal technique gives the artist the space to make 
those choices. Hooray for good vocal technique! 
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OteGUITAR * BASS * KEYBOARD * WHATEVER YOU PLAY 

The ULTIMATE RHYTHM 
MACHINE'oNLy$9" 

STOP PRACTICING ALONE! 
FINALLY...NOW YOU CAN PRACTICE 
OR COMPOSE WITH ONE OF 
HOLLYWOOD'S TOP STUDIO 
DRUMMERS. 

DRUMDROPS`m IS A STEREO ALBUM 
OF DRUM TRACKS RECORDED IN 
ONE OF L.A.'S HOTTEST 24 TRACK 
RECORDING STUDIOS BY ONE OF 
THE FINEST SESSION DRUMMERS 
ON THE WEST COAST. 

FROM BEGINNERS TO PLAYERS  - 
DRUMDROPS WORKS FOR EVERY-
ONE. IT'S FUN AND EXCITING AND 
GUARANTEED TO GET YOUR 
CREATIVE ENERGIES FLOWING. 

DRUMDROPS lS A TOTALLY UNIQUE 
NEW CONCEPT 
Because there are no other instruments 
on the album except for appropriate per-
cussion such as: tambourine, cowbell, 
congas, shaker and timbales and there 
are no charts to follow. YOU CAN PLAY 
ANY SONG ON ANY INSTRUMENT IN 
ANY KEY.You are never locked into any set arrangement. 
Every 8 bars there is a drum pickup or fin for your verse, 
bridge, or chorus transitions. This basic arrangement allows 
you to be totally free for playing any lead sheet or for writing 
your own compositions. 

VOLUME I INCLUDES 12 CONTEMPORARY SELECTIONS of 
music that range from hard to light rock through jazz and 
country. All tempos vary to capture the commercial feel of 
today's styles. 

WHY DRUMDROPS lS THE ULTIMATE RHYTHM MACHINE. 
Why pay hundreds of dollars for an electronic machine with 
outdated styles. For $ 9.95 Drumdrope gives you... 

* real drums in stereo. 

* the count. a 4 bar intro and pickups and fills every 8 bars. 

* dynamics that you can't get from synthesized drum sounds. 

* fully orchestrated percussion to compliment your arrangements. 

* 12 completely different contemporary styles that you 
hear on the top recording artist's albums. 

DRUMDROPS makes practicing sound like a performance -and 
a performance more fun than ever. 

DRUMDROPS will upgrade your demos 100% with the drop of 
a needle. 

DRUMDROPS - The only album for songwriting, practicing or 
playing any song on any instrument. 

DRUMDROPS SELECTIONS 
Side 1 Side 2 
I. Introduction 1. Funk Rock 
2. Fast Disco 2. Straight Rock 
3. Slow Disco 3. Medium Rock 
4. Jazz 4. 3/4 Country Rock 
5. Bluegrass Country 5. Hard Rock Shuffle 
6. Country Swing 6. Latin Rock 

7. Rock Ballad 

MAIL TODAY! 
Music Connection 

6381 Hollywood Blvd., Suite 323 
Hollywood, Ca. 90028 

EYes! Send me album(s) cassette(s) 
DrumDrops Vol. 1. I'm enclosing $ 9.95 plus 75a 
postage and handling for each album. (Georgia 
residents add 4% sales tax.) Also add $ 1.75 for 
Air Mail Rush! 

Make check payable to Music Connection 

NAME   

ADDRESS  

CITY   

STATE  ZIP 
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